BRING ON THE PERFORMANCE
AB’s smallest, lightest, behind-the-ear processor

The Naída CI Q90 sound processor from Advanced Bionics provides unique, groundbreaking
features that help you to effortlessly hear better in any environment. The smallest, lightest
processor from AB, Naída CI Q90 combines new technology never before seen in a cochlear
implant system with proven, unique solutions for the best possible hearing wherever you go.

WHAT’S NEW IN THE NAÍDA CI Q90?
Simply Automatic
With AutoSound™ OS technology, your Naída CI Q90 intelligently analyzes and
automatically adapts to the sound around you, so you hear your best wherever you
go without having to change programs or adjust any settings.

More Advanced Noise Solutions
The StereoZoom feature uses the front and back microphones on both processors to zoom in on a single
voice in a noisy environment, so you can chat one-on-one with less effort in extreme noise.

Hearing Comfort in Challenging Situations
The WindBlock feature automatically reduces wind noise for greater comfort in windy environments like a
golf course or the beach.
The SoundRelax feature automatically dampens unexpected loud sounds, such as door slamming or
clanging dishes, for a more pleasant listening experience.
The EchoBlock feature improves the sound quality in reverberant environments you encounter, like museums,
galleries, and places of worship.

Smaller, and Lighter, with Improved Battery Life
The cost-effective and eco-friendly range of PowerCel™ batteries now includes new,
smaller PowerCel 110 Mini and 170 Mini batteries for flexible power options, extra
comfort, and up to 36 hours of battery life.
…and the Naída CI Q90 still has all of the proven, powerful features of the Naída CI Q70 for hearing in noise, hearing
on the phone, hearing in water, as well as offering the largest portfolio of wireless connectivity options.

AB is currently accepting upgrade preorders for the Naída CI Q90. Contact your hearing healthcare
professional or AB Customer Service to learn more and find out if you are eligible for an upgrade!
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